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The Amri Chalcolithic Phase in Sindh (Pakistan): What We know and What We Should Know
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Paolo Biagi


Very little is known about the so-called "Amri Phase," as this author refers to an apparently pre-Indus civilization site in Sindh that dates to the 4th millennium BCE. 




	Read more about The Amri Chalcolithic Phase in Sindh (Pakistan): What We know and What We Should Know





Animal movement on the hoof and on the cart and its implications for understanding exchange within the Indus Civilisation
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Cameron A. Petrie


It seems to be an adage around the ancient Indus research that solving one mystery simply surfaces another. This is the case with this paper. It takes on the question of ground – land – transportation in ancient Indus times only to find that larger answers around transport remain fuzzy.




	Read more about Animal movement on the hoof and on the cart and its implications for understanding exchange within the Indus Civilisation





Indians - A Brief History of a Civilization: Ep 1 - The Harappans
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Namit Arora


A very well produced and visually rich introduction to the ancient Indus civilization with Namit Arora, the first of a six part series on the long history of Indians today. Extensive scenes of Dholavira and its possible stadium. Sticks to the facts, and is generally careful about speculation.




	Read more about Indians - A Brief History of a Civilization: Ep 1 - The Harappans





Semantic scope of Indus inscriptions comprising taxation, trade and craft licensing, commodity control and access control: archaeological and script-internal evidence
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Bahata Ansumali Mukhopadhyay


The author brings together a great deal of information to argue that "inscribed stamp-seals were primarily used for enforcing certain rules involving taxation, trade/craft control, commodity control and access control," and in relating stamp seals and tablets, that "such tablets were possibly trade/craft/commodity-specific licenses issued to tax-collectors, traders, and artisans," (p. 1).




	Read more about Semantic scope of Indus inscriptions comprising taxation, trade and craft licensing, commodity control and access control: archaeological and script-internal evidence





Happy New Year 2024
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We turned 28 this year - founded in 1995! - and wish the thousands of people who come to the site every day from all over the world to learn about the ancient Indus civilization a very Happy New Year. 




	Read more about Happy New Year 2024





Signs of the Indus Script and their Variants
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Asko Parpola


Dr. Asko Parpola takes an in-depth look at the recent claims of other researchers like Bryan K. Wells and Andreas Fuls that the Indus script has upward of 700 different signs.




	Read more about Signs of the Indus Script and their Variants
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follow us

For new posts, Facebook and Twitter.

For videos by top scholars, YouTube.

Sign-up for our occasional newsletter.
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